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He is outstanding for his exemplary conduct and intelligence, firmness and dedication to work, his ethical, human
and solidary behavior, his vision of the world. 

That afternoon of August 13th, 2016 a collective question rose at Karl Marx Theater: Will the Commander in Chief
arrive? It was his 90th birthday and the children company La Colmenita had organized a great party in his honor. 

Only a few more minutes before the beginning of the when the entire audience began to chant watchwords about
his figure. Maybe he thought - in the simplicity and modesty he always showed - that it would have been
disrespectful not to thank a gesture like that to the young artists. 

Accompanied by Raúl, president Maduro and his wife Cilia, Fidel appeared smiling, proud of that childhood for
whose rights he had always fought. 

Today, exactly after two years, and for many is still among us the undefeated Commander in Chief, the man who
rallied multitudes seeking a dream, woke up the conscience of a people and led it to the final victory. 

In Fidel are reunited the freedom ideas of the martyrs of the Homeland, from Varela, Luz y Caballero, Maceo, and
Martí. In the lives of each of these men – as well as so many others who even gave up their lives – is the root and
foundation of everything he did for a nation free and sovereign. 

His personal example and intelligence, his determination and dedication to work, the ethics, human and solidary
behavior, his vision of the world, made of him a world paradigm. 

For those who dreamt a different Cuba after his decease, the current road and domestic development is the
expression that when ideas and principles are fair, they last in time. Consequently the current historical continuity of
the Revolution. 
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His long speeches are astonishing and later his deep reflections. The climate, the grounds, agriculture, health,
education, culture, politics. What didn’t Fidel know about? His wisdom was, truly amazing and, at the same time,
he knew that it was necessary to speak to the people, to explain and support any idea, regardless how insignificant
it seemed. 

For all that, a better date could not have been chosen to begin in Cuba the process of popular consultation for the
Draft of the Constitution of the Republic, approved last July 21st and 22nd, during the First ordinary meeting of the
National Assembly in its IX Legislature. 

In the Main Report to the First Congress of the Party, which Fidel presented in his condition as first secretary of his
Central Committee, as far back as year 1975, appeared essentials on the new Constitution, the one which was
later approved in February 1976. 

"Today we need a socialist Constitution that meets the characteristics of our society, with the social conscience, the
ideological convictions and goals of our people. A Constitution that reflects the general laws of the society we build,
the deep economic, social and political transformations done by the Revolution and the historical achievements
conquered by our people. A Constitution in short that summarizes what we are today and that helps us reach what
we want to be tomorrow." 

The strength of such words leads us to ratify the foresight of his ideas, his experience and political commitment. On
top of that idea we must place his concept of Revolution, a worthy legacy for the everyday life of all Cubans. 

The idea "I am Fidel", was born in the heat of a collective feeling, he is present in each Cuban that admires his
spotless behavior and personal example. The historical leader planted ideas and principles that right now have the
duty and responsibility of pushing forward. 

The President of the Councils of State and Secretaries, Miguel Díaz-Canel Bermúdez, has inherited the ideas of
Marti, and Fidel, revolutionary and patriot, and the Cubans who today trusts that he would know how to lead our
nation explicitly, convinced of the legitimacy and fairness of the cause for which the youths of the Generation of the
Centennial fought lead by Fidel. 

“We will be faithful to Fidel Castro's legacy, historical leader of the Revolution, and also the example, value and
teachings of Raúl Castro, current leader of the revolutionary process", highlighted Díaz-Canel during his first
speech before the National Assembly of People’s Power, when assuming the presidency of the Republic in April
this year. 

August 13th the undefeated Commander in Chief won't be physically among us. For that reason our best homage -
indeed - will be to participate and intervene with solid arguments in the scheduled meetings to carry out the popular
consultation on the Draft of Cuba’s New Constitution, in an attempt to improve what has been achieved in all these
years of Revolution, what was his greatest work.   
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